Cubert to Perran Round

Round Walk

Part 1

Cubert to Stampas Farm and back

*********************************************************************************************

Cubert to Stampas and Treamble, back by Treworthen and Smugglers Den 3.51 miles
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Part 2 starts from Perran Round near Rose at 77901/54415. Route is by Hendrevossan, Orchard Cottage, Stampas,
North Treamble, Hendra Farm, Kings Ransom, Parc Garrow. Distance approximately 3.50 miles. The two walks
are linked by path 314/119/1 between Stampas Farm and North Treamble Farm.
**********************************************************************************************
Park: In The Glebe, Cubert Churchtown, (the square by the church), entrance off the St. Newlyn East to Holywell
road at 78640/57851.
Getting there: From A392 Newquay to Goonhavern road, about 2 ½ miles S of Newquay, go R on an un-numbered
road signed Holywell and Cubert. About 100 yards after the roundabout at the beginning of Cubert, in Churchtown,
go L into The Glebe. Parking on the L of this square, before the church. Parking is free; unlimited time October to
May, otherwise limited to 3 hours.
**********************************************************************************************

Start from Cubert church lych gate, N side of church, at 78628/57793 at 265 feet.
Cubert to near Mount – 0.92 miles
Follow the path round the W end of the church (round the tower) to a metal kissing gate. Go through the gate, over
what was probably once a coffen stile, and follow a FP sign (gold path) L along a tarmac path through houses to a
lane. Cross the lane and go R on the footway for 20 yards. Go L, following a FP sign, on a tarmac path between
houses. At the end go R for 10 yards, then L over a narrow cattle stile, with 4 steps down into a field. View ½ R of
the great Penhale dune system. Here, at a WM post, labelled Trebisken, follow WM round the field following the
RH hedge downhill, passing an opening on R at 290 yards. From 425 yards there is a hedge on R, brambly scrub on
L, and the path continues to a wooden kissing gate (WM) at 435 yards. (0.25 miles)
Go through the kissing gate forward on a narrow path downhill through low scrubby woodland. Pass a redundant
cattle stile on your R at 0.29 miles. At a fork at 0.30 miles go R, following the WM, down 2 steps and along a very
short path to a WM post at a tarmac lane at 0.32 miles. Follow a WM R, passing handsome stone Little Trebisken to
your L. Large white painted Trebisken House is ahead but continue on a grassy track. (0.36 miles )
At a WM post on your R at 0.37 miles go L across a little bit of wet ground to a wooden gate (WM) at 78230/57435.
Go through the gate onto a sometimes muddy path downhill, fairly steeply in places, through low scrubby woodland.
The path becomes sunken between high wooded hedges. Pass what looks like a boundary stone on L, but is actually
an old gatepost, at 0.44 miles. Over some potentially muddy ground to a wooden gate to a wooden FB. (0.45 miles)
After the FB the path bears R through woodland and crosses six 2-plank FBs to a kissing gate at 0.53 miles. Follow
the WM post L into the open at 0.55 miles. Follow a reasonably clear well-trodden path over grass, initially through
marsh grass, roughly following the LH boundary of what is a large open field with undulations. View ahead ¼ R to
what looks like a mine chimney, probably former Treamble Mine. Into the open at 0.57 miles on rough hummocky
grassland. Ahead, at the far end of the field, is a plantation of firs. Head for its LH edge, behind are buildings, to a
galvanised gate at 0.89 miles. Follow a path through scrubby woodland to a small open hard-standing area at 0.91
miles at 78333/56681 at 70 feet. (some parking here) Where the open area divides, fork R to a road. (0.92 miles)
**********************************************************************************************
See page 2 for near Mount to Stampas Farm and Stampas Farm back to Cubert
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Near Mount to Stampas Farm
Go R on the road uphill fairly steeply (road heads roughly SW to Perranporth) to just before Hillcrest on the L and,
wth a high wall ahead at 1.06 miles, opposite a wooden gate on the R, follow the FP sign L on an overgrown path
through a narrow strip of woodland. This path is classified ‘silver’ and should be better maintained. At 1.09 miles
cross a high overgrown wooden stile (barbed wire). The overgrown path continues (view L to Treworthen Farm just
across valley; route passes there later). At 1.15 miles you come to a short track linking two fields. (1.15 miles)
In theory the path continues forward but is impassable. You may be able from here to enter the LH lower field, then
follow the RH hedge and eventually pick up the track that I joined further on. However, I followed the LH hedge in
the upper field gently downhill. Where the hedge bends R a bit, at a gap on the L, continue in the same field along
the LH hedge. At a corner at 1.24 miles bear L, still following LH hedge downhill (very sandy soil). At 1.31 miles
the hedge bears fairly sharply R; continue along it downhill then up again easy. At 1.39 miles you can jink L and R,
over a low fence, to join a track continuing uphill easy to a byway track. (1.45 miles)
Wheb you reach the byway track, on your R is a WM post; it points back to Treamble, R to Mount, L to Stampas.
Go L on the fairly well-made byway downhill through the L edge of woodland, passing at 1.49 miles a brand new
house (holiday home). At 1.64 miles pass polytunnels on your L and continue into the yard of Stampas Farm and a
wooden sign at 1.72 miles at 78324/55640. (1.72 miles)

Stampas Farm back to Cubert – 1.79 miles
Facing a restored barn, go L signed Treamble (R is signed to Rose) then go forward, following LH hedge and bear R
to a wooden gate (WM) to a field. Follow the LH hedge but where the hedge bends L continue forward to a WM
and a galvanised gate at 1.91 miles. Go forward for 25 yards to a wooden gate (WM) and on to a narrow path, with a
caravan site to your L. The path follows the LH edge of the field, becomes after a while a path through scrub, to 2
steps up to a kissing gate (WM) at 1.99 miles. Go forward, following a WM and a FP sign, on a well made track,
passing a play area on the L, to a wooden kissing gate (WM) at 2.00 miles. Follow a path between high hedges, with
the white painted building of North Treamble Farm ahead R, to a gravelled area at 2.03 miles. Cross the gravelled
area, and go up a concrete ramp to a crossing track at 2.05 miles at 78638/56051. A WM post is signed to Mount L,
Holywell forward, Rejerrah R. (2.05 miles)
Go forward, signed Holywell, on a well made byway, passing on your R and L the buildings (includes barns and
stables converted to holiday cottages) of North Treamble Farm. The byway continues as a tarmac and grass track
between high hedges, becomes downhill then up again to Treworthen Farm at 2.27 miles. Immediately after the farm
you come to a lane from Rejerrah at 2.53 miles. Go L downhill towards Mount and Holywell. At 2.39 miles you
pass between the abutments of a former railway bridge. (Should be able to park on L here at 78518/56541) You
then cross a bridge, with new stonework, over what I think is called the Ellenglaze River, before coming to a turning
on the R at 2.49 miles at 40 feet. (2.49 miles)
Go R signed Cubert, Holywell and Smugglers Den. Almost immediately the lane becomes fairly steep, between high
hedges, climbing to 140 feet at 2.63 miles, then downhill, becoming fairly steep between hedges, to 45 feet, crossing
a newly restored bridge over a small stream at 2.85 miles. The lane continues level for a while then uphill, becoming
fairly steep between high hedges up to the Smugglers Den pub at 3.02 miles at 130 feet. (3.02 miles)
Immediately after the Smugglers Den, a tarmac track goes L to Trebisken and the lane continues R. Follow neither
but go forward, sign FP Gold Path, up 8 wooden steps and over a high wooden stile to a field. Follow the LH hedge
uphill fairly steeply. Just before the top of the field, at 3.23 miles at 260 feet, go L over an awkward open hybrid
cattle/coffen stile to a second field. This field may well have crops but a clearly defined path heads straight across,
heading a little to R of the spire of Cubert church. At 3.41 miles cross an open wooden cattle stile into a third field.
Follow the LH hedge and, at 3.49 miles, go through a wooden kissing gate, at the side of a galvanised wire gate. Go
forward for 15 yards to The Glebe and go R back to your start point at the lych gate at 265 feet. (3.51 miles)

